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REVIEW

The rise of flexible electronics in neuroscience, from
materials selection to in vitro and in vivo applications
L. Maiolo , D. Polese and A. Convertino

Istituto per la Microelettronica e i Microsistemi, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Roma, Italia

ABSTRACT
Neuroscience deals with one of the most complicate systemwe
can study: the brain. The huge amount of connections among
the cells and the different phenomena occurring at different
scale give rise to a continuous flow of data that have to be
collected, analyzed and interpreted. Neuroscientists try to inter-
rogate this complexity to find basic principles underlying brain
electrochemical signalling and human/animal behaviour to dis-
close the mechanisms that trigger neurodegenerative diseases
and to understand how restoring damaged brain circuits. The
main tool to perform these tasks is a neural interface, a system
able to interact with brain tissue at different levels to provide
a uni/bidirectional communication path.

Recently, breakthroughs coming from various disciplines
have been combined to enforce features and potentialities
of neural interfaces. Among the different findings, flexible
electronics is playing a pivotal role in revolutionizing neural
interfaces.

In this work, we review the most recent advances in the
fabrication of neural interfaces based on flexible electronics.
We define challenges and issues to be solved for the appli-
cation of such platforms and we discuss the different parts
of the system regarding improvements in materials selec-
tion and breakthrough in applications both for in vitro and
in vivo tests.
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1. Introduction

Neuroscience is a multidisciplinary branch of the knowledge that has the
aim of explaining the behaviour of the central nervous system [1].
Neuroscience has the ultimate objective of connecting the neurons action
potential with the living beings’ behaviours. The complexity of the chal-
lenges is clear: a huge amount of morphological, functional and physical
information coming from the neural tissue have to be collected and
analyzed. Moreover, the number of involved cells during a single event
and the bundle of different phenomena happening from a specific neuron
to a large population of cells make the findings difficult to achieve.

At the single neuron scale, in fact, studies are focused on investigating
intracellular current, ion channel activation and synaptic current, down to
dendritic spines behaviour, while, at mesoscale, small organized region of
the brain like cortical columns reveal specific tasks. The columns interac-
tions, at large scale of the brain areas, turn into movement control, process
information, inhibit actions but also generate emotions and ideas.
Practically, everything we call the human behaviour.

These three levels of information that go from the single neurons to
the functional areas of the brain passing through the small-organized
areas of neural system need to be grabbed and controlled. This means
managing investigation analysis methods that face the different issues
and level of details that the single analysis requires. Large areas of
brain can be monitored by mapping an external electrical activity with
electroencephalography (EEG) or using imaging technique, such as
functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) and positron emission tomo-
graphy (PET) [2–4]. On the other hand, the conventional method,
used by electrophysiologists to obtain direct information from specific
parts of the brain, is a passive recording of neurons spontaneous
activity or triggered by some stimulation (that can be electrical, visual,
pharmacological, etc.). This methodology relies on the measurement
of the local field potentials (LPFs) caused by the superimposition of
multiple potentials generated in the extracellular medium by neuronal
activity [5]. Finally, the techniques used to investigate the single
neurons behaviour span from patch-clamp to two-photon imaging.
All these techniques include a very different level of invasiveness
and tools for acquiring signals and comprehend their nature.

Nowadays, electronics provides unique equipment to monitor the dif-
ferent brain functions and offers the integration of new investigating
techniques. New integrated devices that we call neural interfaces have
substituted the classical cumbersome laboratory equipment that is gener-
ally split in separated tools. We define a neural interface an all-in-one
electronic platform able to record, amplify, digitalize and classify neural
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signals in real time. A neural interface can be a fully implantable device or
a partially implantable one depending by the needs but generally is an
invasive tool. A neural interface can open new opportunities in electro-
physiology, especially if integrating also stimulation sub-system, it allows
usage of closed-loop algorithms that were impeded from the high latencies
of the old diverse devices.

This platform enables neuroscientists also to collect and define differ-
ences between healthy people and patients with neurological disorders
both for early diagnosis of diseases and for activity restoring. Particularly
for patients with tetraplegia or partial paralysis, these neural interfaces can
represent a unique opportunity to partially restore some physiological
functions or to create neural bypass enabling them to control hand ges-
tures or limb movements [6–9].

Numerous review papers reported new findings in the part that is
usually in contact with the brain, such as the electrode grid [10–13] and
described physiological mechanisms underlying the implantation of these
devices in the brain [14], but very few present all the fabrication meth-
odologies that involve new materials and electronic design to allow the
manufacturing of the whole system.

In this review, we will overview how flexible electronics can revolutio-
nize neural interfaces and how novel fabrication strategies of flexible
circuits and components can help scientists to manufacture innovative
neural implants with additional functionalities. We will introduce the
different kinds of electrode grids and the types of electronics integrated
in the part of the device devoted to signal amplification, filtering and
digitalization with the idea of showing the entire neural interface in all
its faceting. This tool can shed a new light on the brain activity offering
extra functionalities, substituting rigid recording components with ultra-
flexible and conformable wireless devices able to interact with the cerebral
cortex in a bidirectional way [15,16]. We think improvements brought
from the flexible electronics may improve neuroscientist’s knowledge of
the brain, indeed, despite numerous findings about many computational
principles of the cerebral cortex underlying network dynamic pattern,
many aspects remain unclear. For example, the role of glial cells, which
represents the majority of the brain cells, is still controversial losing the old
neuroscientists’ perspective of merely supporting elements to active struc-
tures for the control of synaptic activity with an extracellular autonomous
activity [17].

With the aim of improving functionalities in neural interfaces and
managing the amount of information that can be detected during mea-
surements, flexible electronics is assuming increasingly importance in
neuroscience. For flexible electronics we intend a technology that enables
the fabrication of bendable or rollable platform on which electronic
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circuits and sensors are integrated. If the circuitry can be even stretched
without losing its properties we refer to stretchable electronics. This type of
electronics dates back to the 1960s when for the first time solar cell arrays
were assembled on a plastic substrate [18]. In the same decade, the first
flexible transistor was proposed by the group of Brody opening the way for
the development of active matrix liquid crystal displays (AMLCDs) in the
1990s [19]. In the 2000s, printed organic electronics appears promising to
drastically reduce time and costs of fabrication. In few years, chemists
synthetized a huge variety of new organic materials creating interesting
opportunities for very different applications. Moreover, depending by the
application, other properties can be added like transparency (for instance
for smart displays used in automotive) [20], material biocompatibility (in
case of biomedical devices), breathability (for skin smart patch) [21],
biodegradability (for low-cost disposable devices for instance in precise
agriculture) [22] and many other utilized in wearable application, e.g.
sportswear, smart toys, etc. [23,24].

Borrowing the same terminology used in other electronic fields such as
consumer electronics, we can divide active materials embedded in flexible
substrates in three big categories: (i) Silicon-based materials, (ii) Metal Oxide
materials and (iii) Organic materials. Each of these technologies exhibits
different properties that make them suitable for specific applications. In
biology, none of the above-mentioned technologies are precluded, but inor-
ganic-based electronics seems to be more robust. In fact, even if biological
events are intrinsically slow (typically not above kHz) biocompatibility, elec-
trical andmechanical stability, electrical mobility and process integrability are
preferred especially in case of long-term implants. These considerations
become truer when we consider the increasing demand of high-density
recording system with hundreds of channels to be managed in real-time.

The implementation of a specific material defines also the technologies
adopted to fabricate the desired application: in case of silicon and metal
oxide devices, conventional microelectronic equipment is used while for
organic materials roll-to-roll systems are preferred. The first scenario
usually involves the usage of temporary supports for handling the proto-
types keeping process temperature below values that polymer can stand
(up to 300°C) or a subsequent integration of the electronics in forms of
a thin sheet of few microns into a flexible substrate by wafer thinning or
lamination. In the second case, engineers deposit materials directly on the
rolling foils usually without vacuum system in a set of glow box or in air,
manufacturing devices in few hours but with a lower material quality.
Indeed, if we adopt electrical mobility as key parameter to define the cut-
off frequency of the electronics (that means the maximum speed at which
system can operate), we can roughly assume the fastest manufacturing
process coincides with the lower mobility of the electronic components. In
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Table 1, we report the average values of electrical mobility for thin film
transistors with comparable dimensions.

The choice of the flexible substrate as well as the material used for encap-
sulation is pivotal in the design of the electronic system especially in case of
implants. First thematerial must meet a number of fundamental conditions to
be selected as a possible candidate for a neural interface: this material should
be bio-inert or at least biocompatible, depending by the application (chronic
or acute). It should have low surface roughness (below 10 nm), low thermal
expansion coefficient (few ppm/°C), low elasticmodulus (from fewGPa to few
kPa) and be possibly characterized by a high glass transition temperature
(>250°C). Surface roughness can be mitigated using deposition techniques
that involve a starting liquid phase of the film such as spin-coating are
preferred. These methods provide smooth surfaces with an average roughness
below 10 nm and can act as valuable procedure to fabricate device substrate, as
well as passivation layer. Especially in thin film technology, low surface
roughness is also a key requirement to avoid the formation of cracks and
hillock in the upper layers that can produce delamination and device failure.
Another important aspect for the choice of the substrate is the coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE). During neural interface fabrication, especially in
hybrid systems, where inorganic materials are integrated or grown on poly-
meric films, temperature variations can induce a strain into the different layers
according to their CTE mismatch. In some cases, this phenomenon brings
a permanent bending of the device. If this strain is too high, the upper film can
lose adhesion thus forming cracks. Moreover, thermo-mechanical effects can
be detrimental due to the tendency of polymeric materials to shrink at specific
temperature. This issue can be mitigated by applying prolonged annealing at
the maximum process temperature to stabilize the dimensions of the sub-
strate. Finally, in case of inorganic materials, the direct integration of electro-
nic components in the substrate involves the deposition of metals,
semiconducting and insulating films at temperatures from 250°C to 350°
C and sometimes fast heat treatments (e.g. laser annealing) are required to
induce a suitable recrystallization in the material thus enhancing its electrical

Table 1. All the values are referred to transistors tested at room temperature for a fixed W/L
geometry.

Mobility (cm2/
Vs)

Roll-to-roll
process Max temperature (°C) Device type

Organics 0.1–10 Yes 150 Mainly p-type
Amorphous Silicon 1 Unlikely 300 Both n-type and p-type
Polycrystalline
Silicon

100 Unlikely 350 Both n-type and p-type

Crystalline Silicon 1000 No 850 Both n-type and p-type
Metal Oxide 50 Possible 350 Mainly n-type

Mobility values indicate the average number for the specific technology, without taking into account complex
procedure that in same case can enhance these standards. The process temperatures indicate the maximum
value usually reached also if it is possible to fabricate devices at lower temperatures with lower quality.
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quality. Moreover, even after the devices fabrication, some processes such as
sterilization may occur without affecting operability of the electronic systems.
Different polymers have been proposed as substrate or passivation layer for
flexible electronics including Polyimide, Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS),
Parylene, Durimides, Kapton, etc. [25–30].

Another key parameter to be considered is the degree of bendability and
stretchability of the entire system: brain is a pulsatile organ and a neural
interface on the cerebral cortex tends to follow the brain movements thus
shifting on the surface and losing specific recording areas or worst trigger-
ing inflammatory response of the tissue. For this reason, a certain level of
stretchability is preferred when an active neural interface is designed.
Three strategies may be used in this case, adopting intrinsic stretchable

Figure 1. (a) A schematic representation of a neural interface divided in its main components;
(b) some critical aspects to be considered for the designing of a performing neural interface.
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materials (such as PDMS) [31], tailoring a network of rigid islands or
membranes [32] or exploiting buckling structures that can deform without
suffering of crack and delamination [33]. The capability of monitoring and
interacting with a localized part of the brain for long periods represents
a key task to recognize specific pattern, to control neurological functions in
patients affected by neuro disorders and to infuse precise spatial-temporal
stimulation at fixed times.

To summarize, as described in Figure 1(a), a neural interface includes
several parts that confers the platform the capability to measure, filter,
digitalize, store and communicate the signals recorded on the brain or
provide stimulation after the individuation of specific pattern (data analy-
sis). Typically, we have a set of electrodes directly on the brain that can be
placed inside the tissue or on the cortex (subdural or epidural grid).
A bundle of conductive tracks brings the brain signals to a pre-
amplification stage since the amplitude of the recordings is in the range
of microvolts in case of epicortical electrodes. Then filters and digitaliza-
tion modules transform analogical signals and classification occurs. In
these years, the trend for neural interface tends to localize the electronics
and the algorithms for signal classification close to the grid in order to
maximize signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), reduce latency and avoid commu-
nication issues, thus permitting the usage of fully autonomous systems. In
the following sections, we will systematically review the materials and
technologies utilized for the manufacturing of the different parts of
a neural interface starting from the grid to the type of electronics that
can be embedded in a flexible platform to fabricate a portable, implantable
and autonomous device.

2. Brain challenges

Human brain is one of the most complicate structures that can be observed
on Earth. A small portion of human cerebral cortex of about 1 mm3 can
contain up to 5 × 104 neurons and four times as many as glial cells.
Additionally, each neuron embraces about 6 × 103 of computational ele-
ments in a network of 300 million connections. In the sole cerebral cortex,
it can be found bundles of neurons with very different form (e.g. pyrami-
dal, chandelier, basket, double bouquet, etc.) and tasks. The majority are
excitatory pyramidal cells while a 20% of the neurons act as inhibitory
cells. Neurons are located in one of the six layers of the cortex, referring to
their cell body, while their connections can span thought the layers and
reach the cortex surface. The communication occurs vertically between
layers and horizontally through the layers, defining functional specializa-
tion areas across the surface of the cortex. According to a principle of
economic wiring, the cortex controls input and output by preferring
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communication along vertical column-like arrays that for their intrinsic
structure are called cortical columns or functional columns [34,35]. Many
scientists have hypothesized that columns can be the main source of
processing for the cortex in humans and other primates. Other scholars
suggest that a fine-grain functional modularity of micro-columns exists,
referring to a narrow vertical region in which all neurons have virtually
identical receptive field locations, sizes and shapes [36]. These physiologi-
cal considerations automatically define the correct size and spacing of
surface electrodes to guarantee the detection of information without
redundancy and without potential losses. Indeed, neuroscientists can
obtain a lot of information analysing signals coming from the different
layers of cerebral columns that in humans are in the range of hundreds of
microns. For other mammalians, these diameters can be even smaller and
this is the reason why high-resolution neural recordings need hundreds of
electrodes with a spacing ranging from 500 to 50 µm depending by the
type of animal. This sub-millimetre spatial resolution is also particularly
useful for the observations of pathological brain signals in epileptic brain
or in other neurological disorders [37]. In fact, cerebral cortex can collect
signals coming from the axons and dendrites placed in the six layers. This
is the environment in which a neural interface has to be deployed in order
to successfully collect the electrochemical signals.

It is important to note that when a neural interface is inserted in the
brain, a foreign body reaction takes place producing potential issues for
both the brain tissue and the implant: in fact, due to the stress related to
implantation surgery and to the following mechanical micro-movements
in the brain the tissue reacts creating a thin encapsulating layer with
microglia cells in just one day. After this first reaction, astrocytic glial
cells form a second thicker barrier in one or two weeks, limiting ionic
diffusion and separating the neural interface by the selected recording site.
Finally, the glial scar formation is completed in a period of about six weeks
producing a stable compact layer of cells. This is the main factor that limits
the correct operation of a long-term implant that should be desirably active
for the entire lifetime of the patient. To minimize this mechanism, four
strategies can be adopted: the usage of soft materials, the implementation
of surface coating to prevent biofouling, the integration of drug delivery
system to control the inflammatory mechanism and the engineering of
autologous cell layer to suppress the tissue response [14]. On the implant
side, other issues arise in term of durability and reliability. In fact, in long-
term implants, due to the activation of immune cells, which release
digestive enzymes and reactive oxygen species, corrosion and delamination
of the conductive materials can take place, thus leading to the device
failure [38].
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3. Neural interface

We refer to a neural interface or to brain computer interface (BCI) as
a complex system able to collect signals coming from the brain or its
surface and transduces this information into valuable data to create
a bidirectional interaction. This device can simply monitor the brain
activity to identify healthy and pathological pattern or can induce specific
body response by stimulating or inhibiting some neural circuits. As
described in Figure 2, the neural interface can be sketched as a system
composed of several parts that can be all integrated into a small prototype
(as in case of brain implants) or can be distributed in different compo-
nents. The first part of such a system, which directly touches the living
tissue or cells culture (e.g. for in vitro applications), is the grid. A grid is
generally a flexible surface on which a series of electrodes are deployed
together with some additional electronic modules depending by the case.
We often call the grid in many different ways: the most common are
microelectrodes arrays (MEAs) in which we include both planar electrodes
and implantable probes. A grid exhibits several features and it can be
divided into many categories: it can be passive or active, composed only
of conductive tracks or pre-amplified recording sites. A grid can be fully

Figure 2. A sketch showing the parts of head where grids can be placed to collect signals
from the cortex: subdural devices, epidural devices and penetrating electrodes. Non-invasive
electrodes have not been taken into account in this scheme.
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planar or adopt protrusions, needles or nanostructures to achieve
a stronger adhesion with the tissue or the cells, thus improving the quality
of the signal. With the same terminology, we can include electrodes
designed for only neural recording or for both recording and stimulation,
probes designed for exclusively acute applications or long-term implants
and devices fabricated for in vivo applications or in vitro experiments.

As highlighted in Figure 1(b), some critical features have to be consid-
ered in the designing of a neural interface: all the materials of the system
should be stable in time, especially if we think to implants, to avoid
inflammation of the brain tissue or even release of toxic materials.
Temperature must be kept below 40°C during operation in any configura-
tion of the system, it means a maximum heat flux of 40 mW/cm2 [39] or
a specific absorption rate (SAR) limit (averaged over any 10 g of tissue) of
0.4 W/kg on whole body or 10 W/kg localized for radiation from 100 kHz
to 3 GHz [40]. Therefore, low power consumption modules are preferred.
Moreover, heat dissipation of each part of the neural interface should be
carefully considered and measured mitigating self-heating effects with the
insertion of specific materials (this aspect is pivotal in polymeric plat-
forms). For high-density electrodes arrays, strategies for the minimization
of impedance (e.g. nanocoating) have to be adopted to guarantee the
detection of small signals especially in epidural devices. Another important
aspect is the total bandwidth available to be shared through the different
recording sites. Finally, a reliable communication protocol should take into
account a trade-off between the amount of data to transmit to external
devices and the level of redundancy with which data are transmitted.

For long-term implants these argues are even more stringent, especially
if we talk about materials stability and tissue response. Indeed, stiffness
mismatch between the brain tissue and the probe substrate represents the
main cause of implant failure. Brain is relatively soft with a Young’s
Modulus of few kPa, while even flexible MEAs based on polyimide, SU-8
or Parylene are in the range of few GPa [10]. Conversely, soft polymers like
PDMS show similar brain stiffness but result difficult to handle and cannot
be easily manufactured in ultra-thin layers. Another critical aspect relies on
the surgical insertion on the neural interface: the organism, in fact, always
perceives the platform as a foreign body and it triggers an acute inflamma-
tion that turns into a chronic neuroinflammatory response thus altering
the normal functions on the region in which the neural interface is placed.
This condition becomes more critical if we consider normal movements of
the brain due to the cardiac rhythm and breath. Two main strategies can
be adopted to minimize this issue: the use of ultra-flexible substrates or the
implementation of stretchable polymers [41]. In both cases, handling
problems remain a technological barrier, but a sacrificial bio-compatible
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material (e.g. silk) [42] can be exploited to temporary permit the surgical
insertion.

3.1. Passive grids

As above-mentioned, the grid is the part of the neural interface in contact
with the brain where the signals are generated. Generally, these devices are
commonly called MEAs and they are the evolution of the original idea to
fabricate a tool enabling the interfacing with electrically excitable cells like
neurons. The Italian physicist Luigi Galvani first discovered bioelectricity
in 1789 opening a new way of understanding the electrical processes in
living cells [43]. Only a century later, another Italian scientist Camillo
Golgi [44] discovered that neural tissue is composed of the neurons (1873)
[44]. In the same period, the Spanish scientist Santiago Ramon y Cajal
identified that neurons are distinct cells connected among them [45], and
he definitively proposed of accepting the name neuron, suggested by the
German Scientist Heinrich von Wilhelm [46], to identify the cells of the
neural system. Then, it was a long time before we had a technology that
allowed the direct measurement of action potentials. Indeed, in the late
1930s, A. L. Hodgkin and F. Huxley reported this result inserting an
electrode into the giant axons of a squid [47]. Microelectrodes for intra-
cellular recording of spinal cord and their understanding date back to
1950s [48] and 1960s [49], while Thomas proposed the first miniaturized
microelectrode for extracellular recording of cultured cells in 1972 [50].
Later, Pine and Gross significantly contributed to increase the spreading of
these devices as a pivotal in vitro tool [51,52]. The first flexible MEAs
appeared in the early 1980s [53] and they became thinner in the 1990s
[54], assuming the features they usually have nowadays.

Figure 3. (a) A sketch showing the fundamental elements of a passive grid: a conductive film
embedded into two layers of flexible polymeric materials; (b) the five properties that enhance
grid functionalities to overcome challenges for a high-density recording/stimulating active
grid.
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Flexible MEAs are essentially composed of interposing conductive elec-
trodes in two polymer foils one used as substrate and the other as passiva-
tion layer with opened vias to connect sensing areas directly with the brain
tissue (see Figure 3(a)), albeit capacitive electrodes have been also pro-
posed [55]. We can divide flexible electrodes in three main categories
according to the type of conductive material integrated in the grid: (i)
metals, (ii) metal oxides and (iii) carbon like blends. Each type of materials
has peculiar advantages respect to other, demonstrating in some case
superior performance in recording or under prolonged stimulation.
These differences intrinsically depend by the nature of the signals that
have to be detected: in neurons, signals are generated by the ions’ move-
ments (e.g. Na+ and K+) through cell membrane, thus locally modifying
ions concentrations in the extracellular fluid (ECF). This ion current must
be transformed into electron current to detect neuron signals. Each mate-
rial responds to this task peculiarly depending also by temperature, pH and
electrode surface morphology. This property, enabling a conductive film to
efficiently perform charge transfer, is defined by three main factors: impe-
dance, charge storage capacity (CSC) and charge injection limit (CIL) [13].
Generally, planar metallic electrodes show high conductivity but only good
charge transfer, while metal oxides like iridium oxide exhibits large CIL
[56] and conducting polymers can reach huge CSC [57]. Moreover, con-
ductive polymers can be chemically modified and mixed with different
nanostructures. Among the diverse conductive polymers, it is worth men-
tioning polythiophene [58], PEDOT [59,60], Polypyrrole (PPy) [61].
Another option is the formation of conductive metal/polymer nanocom-
posite (e.g. Pt/SU8 or Au/PDMS) by using nanoparticles implantation
technique [62,63]. Conversely, nanoporosity or direct growth of nanos-
tructures on metallic electrodes can greatly enhance their performance in
terms of impedance reduction [64,65]. Recently, on carbon-based material
side, graphene is emerging as attractive solution for neural applications
due to its high charge carrier mobility, transparency and mechanical
strength [66].

Figure 3(b) represents five main features that can drastically enhance
electrodes properties upgrading these devices to a new level of complexity,
thus permitting a combination of functionalities and testing techniques.
These five keywords are nanocoating, ultra-flexibility, transparency, multi-
sensing and local amplification. They are related to the possibility to
minimize electrodes impedance, reduce inflammatory response of the
tissue and adding novel insight about the chemical and the physical
microenvironment in which neurons communication take place.

As first issue in MEAs design and manufacturing, we report impedance
control when electrodes are scaling down to few tens of micrometre: size
reduction is mandatory to communicate with individual or few neurons
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without damaging the tissue, while maintaining high SNR. Strategies to
tackle this issue focus on increasing the effective surface area by shifting
from metal or metal-oxide thin films toward nanostructured electrodes,
such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [67], polymer-CNT meshes [68], Au
nanostructures [69,70] doped diamond [71] and graphene [72], mush-
room-shaped gold microstructures [73] and semiconductor nanowires
(NWs) [74–77].

Nano-coating is also playing a relevant role in reducing the immune
reaction in long-term implants, as demonstrated by some smart encapsula-
tion mechanisms (e.g. hydrogel-based layer) [78]. In fact, if properly
functionalized, nanostructures can be exploited as slow releasing system
to delivery anti-inflammatory agents [79] or even serve as scaffold for the
grow of autologous cells, thus creating cell-implant hybrids to solve foreign
body problem [80]. To this regard, it is mandatory that implemented
materials result totally biocompatible to avoid inflammatory response of
the tissue or worst an accumulation of nano-compounds in the body.
Many efforts have been spent to prove compatibility of conjugated con-
ductive polymers, such as PEDOT and organic blends (e.g. PEDOT and
CNT): these results involve mainly in vitro experiments that highlight
healthy growth of neural cells demonstrating the absence of material
toxicity [81,82]. In any case, further studies must be performed on living
tissue to obtain a complete understanding of the behaviour of these
materials in long-term implants, since typical experiments are performed
on a limited period of time (up to several weeks).

Among these nanomaterials, the semiconductor NWs (generally covered
with a conductive Au film) are very promising interfaces for interrogating
the neurons both in intracellular and extracellular configuration. They
allow (i) a significant reduction of the impedance over the a wide fre-
quency range investigated frequency range [83,84] and (ii) the engulfing of
neuron membrane [85,86], thus providing an increment in SNR. Lastly, Si-
NW FETs have been successfully integrated in electronic systems within
freestanding-engineered tissues and have been shown to have a great
potential as neuron–nanoelectronics interfaces deliverable into biological
materials by syringe injection [87].

Transparency is another key feature to combine neural recording with
optogenetic experiments obtaining additional information by light stimu-
lation about physiology such cortical vasculature or neurotransmitters
dynamics or monitoring tissue response after device implantation. In
these cases, scientists can integrate different transparent conductive mate-
rials like Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) or Graphene-based electrodes to fabri-
cate fully transparent electrodes arrays [88]. Anyway, these materials
sometimes exhibit lower conductivity respect metal film. Another option
for light transmittance increment is the tailoring of metallic nanomesh
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with a specific filling factor to combine electrophysiological experiments
with in vivo imaging [89]. In this case, a trade-off between transparency
and conductivity must be balanced.

Ultra-flexibility may represent a unique solution to minimize tissue
response and adapt the grid to the brain surface. In fact, even if soft
polymers offer better mechanical compliance they cannot be handled in
very thin layers (below 10 µm). It is well-know that conformability
depends also by the final thickness of the substrate according to the
Stoney formula that correlates bending radius with total device thickness
[90]. This means that it is possible to achieve a similar effect of soft
materials by using ultra-thin devices. Moreover, by shaping a grid in
form of a network, friction between the electrodes arrays and the brain
can be further minimized.

Amplification is an aspect that will be explained in the next section
introducing the different electronics that can be embedded in a grid. We
still find few examples of real active grids due to the complexity of
integrating reliable amplifiers into a polymeric thin matrix. In fact,
although the miniaturization of conventional electronics can provide cus-
tom CMOS solution circuitry to be deployed right outside the grid, local
amplification may play a pivotal role in revealing small signals and in
recording LFPs in epidural applications thus opening an opportunity to
use less invasive neural interface. Especially for in vivo single cell extra-
cellular monitoring, local amplification remains a mandatory requirement
to minimize noise.

Multi-sensing grid means a technology that can offer the possibility to
combine the recording of the brain signals with additional information
coming from the brain. To this end, an array of sensors with various
functionalities should be integrated on the grid. This concept derives

Figure 4. (a) Typical penetrating electrodes (Utah array); (b) Nanomesh electrodes copyright
science advances [89]; (c) Ultra-flexible polyimide-based MEAs covering the whole hemisphere
of a rat brain, copyright scientific reports [96]; (d) Syringe-injectable electronics copyright
nature nanotechnology [87]; (e) Pure PEDOT:PSS hydrogels copyright nature communications
[97]; (f) Electronic dura made in stretchable PDMS Copyright Science [31] .
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from the electronic skin, a flexible network of pressure and temperature
sensors fabricated with different technologies in different materials [91,92].
Multi-sensing means also the continuously monitoring of vital parameters
and the detection of blood pressure in the recording area in order to
correlate normal functions with brain interaction.

Flexible MEAs individuate a wide range of devices used both in vivo and
in vitro for monitoring and stimulating neurons or other excitable cells
(see Figure 4). They can be placed directly on the brain tissue or upon
brain membranes for subdural or epidural applications or they can be
injected into the tissue through the use of syringe [87,93]. In case of rigid
devices, silicon needles with metal tips are usually employed as penetrating
electrodes, interrogating neurons from the different layers [94,95].

3.2. Active grids

With the term active grid, we intend a MEA in which local amplification
circuitry is embedded near the recording electrodes. To this purpose both
inorganic and organic-based electronics can be implemented adopting
different fabrication strategies. The typical design of such device is
a matrix of sensing elements where the pixel is a recording site composed
of one electrode and a pre-amplification stage made with some transistors
[98,99]. Another option can be represented by the integration of small chip
close to the recording array adopting also hybrid solution (e.g. the embed-
ding of naked commercial chip in the substrate). In these devices, scientists
must find a balance between the need of large-scale neural recording of
different brain areas and the reduction of the implant cross section to
minimize tissue damages especially in intracortical devices [100]. Active
grids can overcome the typical one-to-one wiring mapping, integrating
small CMOS-based processing nodes, thus allowing high routing density.
In any case, this can lead to an increase of cross-talk among the chan-
nels [101].

In the next section, we will show a more detailed discussion on how
flexible electronics technologies can effectively be applied to provide local
pre-amplification and allow managing of large number of channels at the
same time. For sake of simplicity, the different applications will be dis-
cussed within the particular fabrication technology or in the final para-
graph called ‘Applications’.

4. Flexible electronics technologies

As already mentioned, flexible electronics is the unique ingredient enabling
local signal amplification, providing potentially closed-loop interaction and
additional sensing features. Different groups propose the integration of
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various electronic materials and components with specific performances
and manufacturing costs. Here we report the most promising fabrication
technologies that have been adopted to BCI design for both in vivo and
in vitro applications. Each technology presents some peculiar advantages
and some unavoidable drawbacks. Briefly, inorganic-based electronics pro-
vides better performance in term of transistor electrical mobility, cut-off
frequency and material stability but they need time-consuming fabrication
procedures with high manufacturing costs. Conversely, organic electronics
can guarantee fast fabrication methods providing mechanical properties
more similar to the brain. In any case, it must be pointed out that for the
fabrication of the entire neural interface digitalization circuitry and fast
communication module based on organic materials are still at their infancy
and hybrid solution are preferred.

4.1. Low temperature polysilicon technology

Among the different technologies implemented as active electronics in
neural interfaces, Low Temperature Polysilicon (LTPS) technology is
an appealing choice since LTPS exhibits higher electrical stability and
mobility respect amorphous silicon, metal oxides and organics
[25,102,103]. Moreover, polysilicon offers the possibility to fabricate
CMOS technology and it is fully compatible with high glass transition
temperature polymers (Polyimide, Kapton and Polyarylate) to manu-
facture ultra-flexible active grids. With the help of rapid thermal
treatments, such excimer laser annealing (ELA), LTPS performance
can be significantly enhanced even on ultra-thin polymeric film, open-
ing opportunity to directly fabricate the electronics on plastic substrate
without using sacrificial layer [104,105]. Even if all the fabrication
steps are limited to a temperature of 300°C, ELA easily provides
a polysilicon crystalline quality to reach electrical mobility of about
50 cm2/Vs [25]. These procedures do not affect the underlying poly-
mer layer (usually polyimide) and allow manufacturing miniaturized
electronic components with channel lengths in the range of tens of
microns. LTPS represents a mature technology that can be easily
integrated with commercial chip made in crystalline silicon or other
inorganic materials and it is widely used in different commercial
application and prototypes. Especially for the manufacturing of
AMLCDs LTPS thin film transistors (TFTs) constitute a winning tech-
nology adopted by big companies in the world [106,107]. In case of
flexible sensors and ultra-flexible neural interface LTPS TFTs-based
circuits can be integrated to fabricate readout circuitry and pre-
amplification stage [105,108]. This technology provides also a good
chemical and mechanical stability while the management of heat
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dissipation during operation can be controlled interposing specific
layers (AlN, AlN/TiN, etc.) and opportunely tailoring TFT dimensions
[109,110].

Numerous examples of ultra-thin sensors and small circuits based on
LTPS have been reported [105,111–113]. These components represent the
building blocks to fabricate a reliable active grid to pre-amplify brain
signals allowing better performances respect organic electronics and
obtaining higher yield respect to complicate crystalline silicon embedding
technologies.

4.2. Crystalline silicon technology

Crystalline Silicon–based Electronics (CSE) represents a consolidated
technology with high electrical mobility (easily above 1000 cm3/Vs),
remarkable stability and extreme miniaturization. Conversely, a direct
integration of CSE in flexible substrates results impossible due to the
process temperature that are usually between 600°C and 900°C. In any
case, CSE remains an option for deep electrodes local amplification.
Although these limitations, scholars reported some strategies to inte-
grate CSE on flexible and stretchable substrates by embedding silicon
islands onto polymeric substrate or by thinning commercial chip and
incorporating in PDMS film [114–117]. Potentially everything thin
enough becomes flexible. So crystalline silicon can be bent reaching
thickness as low as few microns. According to the assessment that the
bending strains decrease linearly with the thickness and taking into
account that the bending strains are maximum at the surface of the
device, we can imagine silicon membranes or islands integrated deep
into a plastic sheet where strains tend to zero. These structures can
stand very small bending radius maintaining strains values below the
materials fracture limit [118]. With these strategies is possible to exploit
the superior properties of crystalline silicon technology to manufacture
performing circuitry close to the electrodes. CSE can be used also to
address and control large electrodes arrays or to switch specific func-
tions in the neural interface. Limitations to this technology is the real
yield of the devices, the intrinsic mechanical stress of the different layer
of the chip stack (especially for wafer thinning procedure) and the final
thickness of the substrate that in case of ultra-thin chip package is
above 50 µm. Penetration of biological fluid into CSE represent another
important aspect to be considered that poses significant safety risks and,
in any case, it is the main factor of electronics degradation due to the
low etching effect between cerebrospinal fluid and silicon. Especially for
log-term implants silicon dioxide barriers can mitigate these effects and
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at the same time act as gate dielectric of the transistors, in the standard
configuration of active electrodes arrays [91,119].

Famous applications of CSE technology in neuroscience are related to
the work of the group of Rogers and co-workers (see Figure 5(a)) where
silicon islands are integrated in flexible substrates to create a network of
crystalline silicon transistors for fabricating an active array of recording
sites [16]. Other works report the possibility to manufacture stretchable
electronics by embedding silicon islands in PDMS substrates (see Figure
5(c)) or tailoring sensing network to be deployed on living skin (see
Figure 5(e)).

4.3. Metal oxides

Metal oxides represent another class of materials fully compatible with
flexible electronics. Since 2000s scientists investigated properties and per-
formance of numerous alloys to provide a valuable competitor to silicon
technology for the industry of consumer electronics. In 2003, Hosono
proposed a model for understanding the behaviour of ZnO and their
alloys, demonstrating the first high mobility TFT based on Indium
Gallium Zinc Oxide (IGZO) [20,122]. Then explaining the modest differ-
ences between amorphous and polycrystalline structures Hosono, Carcia,
Martins and Fortunato pave the way for the success of zinc oxide–based
alloys [123–125].

Another important leap for the metal oxide technology was made in
2007 when Ju demonstrated the possibility to deposit the inorganic

Figure 5. (a) Flexible high-density active electrode array copyright nature neuroscience [16];
(b) Organic electrochemical transistor–based electronics copyright nature communications
[151]; (c) Freely deformed stretchable array of CMOS inverters in PDMS copyright national
academy of sciences 2008 [28]; (d) Ultra-thin imperceptible e-skin copyright IEEE Spectrum
[120]; (e) Colorized SEM image of an epidermal electronic systems copyright advanced
materials [121] .
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materials via solution process method [126] allowing the manufacturing of
flexible electronics devices through roll-to-roll procedure. Other easy pro-
cesses include spray pyrolysis of metal oxides [127,128] and solution
processes of blends of metal oxides with 2D nanostructures [129].

The most attracting property of these materials is transparency in the
visible range. This feature was first demonstrated by Prins and Seager by
providing a fully transparent TFT with SnO2 and the first In2O3 non-
volatile memory TFT respectively [130,131]. In principle, transparency, in
some light spectral band, could allow the monitoring of brain activity
combining the recordings with some visual technique such as two-
photon calcium imaging. Some issues remain such as the difficulty of
finding good p-type semiconductors and electrical and optical instability
of TFTs. In the first case, even if scientists spent many efforts on p-type
materials like CuxO and SnOx [132,133], a hybrid solution could derive
from the integration of high performing IGZO n-type transistors with
organic pentacene-based TFTs [134,135] or semiconducting single walled
CNTs [136], reducing however the speed of the whole circuitry. In case of
metal oxide TFTs instabilities, specific UV treatment or the implementa-
tion of passivation layers can help to reduce the physio-sorption of oxygen
and the creation of surface states [123,137,138].

4.4. Organic electronics

The major advantage of organic electronics and organic materials relies on
their intrinsic nature of soft materials. Low Young’s modulus means
a better mechanical compliance with living matter and a large stretchability
to adapt devices with moving part of the body. Additionally, another
unique feature of these materials is the mixed electronic and ionic con-
ductivity [139]. This property is crucial in detecting biological signals,
enabling low-impedance electrodes [140–142]. Once again consumer elec-
tronics has been the first promoter for organic electronics innovation,
providing high contrast and high brightness flat panel display based on
organic light-emitting diode (OLED). Then organic materials have been
extensively implemented in organic photovoltaic cells and organic thin
film transistors (OTFTs) [143,144]. From the single devices OTFTs spread
out in developing complex sensor arrays and ultra-flexible electronic plat-
form: famous examples of these prototypes are the electronic skin (an array
of soft temperature and pressure sensors) [145,146] and electronic tattoos
[33]. A plethora of different polymers has been investigated and synthe-
sized in the last 20 years, providing good conductors, semiconductors and
dielectrics with additional functionalities, such as biodegradability [22],
printability [147] and even self-healing features [148]. In particular, for
semiconductors, chemists found out appealing solutions improving
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materials stability and operability: among diverse polymers we can men-
tion small conjugated molecules, such as pentacene and its derivative
blends, rubrene, polythiophene, etc. [149].

Organics electronics has found significant applications in local amplifi-
cation of brain signals [150]. We can mention the usage of PEDOT-based
organic electrochemical transistor (OECT) from the group of Malliaras
[151] (see Figure 5(b)). Moreover, strategies and configurations, experi-
mented by scholars to fabricate ultra-thin imperceptible electronics for
advanced wearable applications, provide a key milestone to be exploited
in neuroscience (see Figure 5(d)). In this scenario, Someya and co-workers
represent an outstanding example of the potential of organic electronics
[33,152].

4.5. Hybrid electronic interfaces

Although flexible electronics offers an ensemble of powerful techniques to
manufacture an entire neural interface, technological issues are still limit-
ing its use. On the other hand, hybrid solutions, where some parts of the
system (e.g. digitalization and communication modules) are based on
standard commercial electronics or customized chip are collecting the
interest of several groups. Hybrid approach allows exploiting efficient
powering, processing of the large amount of data in real time, implemen-
tation of reliable communication protocol, etc. and at the same time
preserving soft contact between the brain tissue and the grid.
Nevertheless, hybrid solution introduces a hard part in neural interface,
so it has to be reduced to the minimum dimensions. To this purpose, this
approach is usually focused on optimize the device for single application,
sometimes developing ad-hoc integrated circuits with some limited char-
acteristics specifically designed for the task. For a deeper comprehension of
issues regarding circuital design advance in neural amplifier see Ng et al.
review [153].

In Table 2, we report a short list of some of the hybrid electronic
interfaces that have been published in the last years. In particular, we
report the main features of the most representative electronic systems
used in neuroscience to fabricate neural interface in animal or human. In
particular, it is worth to note that even if 12 bits are considered enough for
many applications, the main constrain used to reduce the circuitry dimen-
sions is the bandwidth that is chosen following the application requirement

Finally, in order to make the hybrid system implantable, it needs to be
encapsulated in an external case that has the double role of protecting the
electronics from the biological fluids and camouflage the electronics to the
body immune system, i.e. making it bio-inert. These considerations
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highlight the pivotal role of the right design of the external case in
determining the success of a neural interface, in particular, for long-term
implants.

4.6. Interconnects for flexible electronics

In every flexible system, a dedicated discussion must be devoted to inter-
connections and linking strategies. In fact, due the complexity of the
device, generally multiple foils are connected to each other to build
a neural interface. These interconnections must withstand to elongation
and deformation without losing their conductive properties; to this objec-
tive, standard bonding strategies are ineffective on polymers or ultrathin
metal layers and ensuring good adhesion between multiple layers is not
a trivial operation. Nevertheless, this challenging task can be accomplished
by using more advanced techniques, such as ink-jet or screen printing,
flex-to-flex bonding [166], metal-based liquids deposition [167], conduc-
tive paste, etc.

In stretchable electronics, this task is even more challenging. In these
devices, in fact, different engineered geometries must be adopted depend-
ing on the requested elongation and the size of the component. To this
purpose, at a millimetre scale, beehive or horseshoe shape can guarantee
a reliable conductance for elongation up to 20% and 100%, respectively,
whereas at microscale buckled films ensure the better performance, finally,
at the nanoscale conductive sponge and nano-mesh represent the most
promising geometries [168].

5. Applications

Neural interfaces are now gathering attention not only by governments
with significant investments through various national and transnational
initiatives but also private investors are starting to take an interest in
invasive BCI development. All the forecasts show a positive outlook for
the next 10 years [169] with important implications in neurorehabilitation
and advances in smart treatments of chronic neurological disorders.
Indeed, progresses in wireless communication and electronics miniaturiza-
tion allow investigations on freely moving animals [170–172]. Even in
humans, invasive prototypes have been proposed to control robotic arms
or perform on people with tetraplegia or locked-in patients [9,173,174].
Fully flexible implants are not yet available but hybrid solutions have been
demonstrated. Moreover, combined systems for electrophysiological and
optogenetic experiments are emerging opening new findings in brain
functions comprehension [89,175].
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For the in vitro studies, neural interfaces can also provide unique
applications to obtain information at different scale from the single cell
to complex interactions among cells populations. The functional processes
of a living cell are strongly influenced by the external environment through
a large number of chemical and physical stimuli [176]. Neurons and glial
cells are no exception. Therefore, neural interface can be used to trigger
adhesion, proliferation and differentiation especially for in vitro applica-
tions. In this scenario, neural interface nanotexturing results crucial in
interacting with the cells by using specific functionalization techniques or
simply providing unique mechanical/electrical stimuli for detecting neuron
signalling. The nano-pattern can be fabricated with both bottom-up and
top-down approaches by using periodic or disordered nanostructures
[177–179]. Recent studies report the possibility to produce in vivo like
neurons and glial cultures by adopting 3D neural interfaces [180], thus
obtaining the possibility to investigate in vitro actual cell behaviour. Ultra-
flexibility is another key feature in studying in vitro neuron processes.
Significant information can be extracted by the monitoring of the activity
of brain slices from different animals (e.g. ferrets) working on living tissue
instead of 2D cells cultures. Within this protocol, the Sanchez-Vives group
has carried out important findings about the nature of slow oscillations
and their functions [181].

6. Future perspective about brain neural interface

When we look at the future of neural interface it sounds reasonable to
propose a natural evolution of these systems according to the technology
leap that we are facing. Scalability and miniaturization are pushing
implants and probes towards tiny architecture with amazing additional
features: functionalities such as signal multiplexing, signal digitalization,
data processing, pattern recognition and data classification can be
embedded all together dramatically reducing latency and permitting
a real bidirectional interaction with our brain. Even if the electrical activity
of neurons remains the primary information to detect and analyze, further
information can be included in the monitoring of the brain functions: the
brain in fact is a pulsatile organ where blood continuously passes into
vessels and veins. Pressure and thermal gradients match the electrical
response of specific brain areas and neurotransmitters flow away from
one side of the neural network to another. All these phenomena occur at
different temporal and spatial scale into a strong dependence with the
neurons firing. We simply miss all these data, every time we perform an
electrophysiological experiment. In fact, until now, especially for neurolo-
gical disorders, only separated works have been reported to detect the
anomalous presence of a specific neurotransmitter or to capture the
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thermal fingerprint of a working brain. One of the main issues to over-
come is the different opacity of the brain tissue and the skull to the diverse
electromagnetic probe that can be used to connect the brain with external
devices or with other people. Recently, interesting solutions have been
proposed by a group from Stanford introducing the neural dust [182], an
ultrasonic communication system based on subdural transceivers and
multiple tiny motes directly implanted in the brain. Probably a viable
method is the distribution of various technologies through the layer of
the head: we can think to tattoo electronics on the skin to fabricate
antennas and communication modules and insert infrared or magnetic
source inside the skull to stimulate neurons. Invasiveness, in any case,
remains an open issue. Additionally, in case of optogenetics, the possibility
of fabricating electro-optical-circuits remains unexplored. Flexible electro-
nics can provide unique solutions to manufacture an ensemble of novel
circuits and sensors to reveal an amount of information that can constitute

Figure 6. Possible technologies to be integrated in a future neural interface: local temperature
and pH sensing, magnetic stimulation, drug delivery embedded functionalities, infrared-based
communication module, reliable bidirectional communication and even brain-to-brain con-
nectivity. Flexible electronics represents a promising ally to make it possible.
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a future breakthrough in basic comprehension of neural principles or in
understanding new techniques of interaction with our brain.

In Figure 6 we envisage the next functionalities that will be put on board
of a neural interface starting from temperature, pressure and pH sensors
arrays to more sophisticated chemical sensing platforms to monitor the
production of neurotransmitters or to follow at cell level the activation of
the different ion channels. The implementation of micro-coils into the
flexible grid could reduce the issue related to tissue response for long-term
implants, thus adopting magnetic stimulation instead of electrical one also
reducing issues related to materials loss during stimulation. Moreover,
ultra-flexible microfluidics could help in providing drug delivery system
to offer personalized treatments in patients affected by chronic neurologi-
cal diseases. Integration of infrared and optical source arrays could guar-
antee the monitoring of blood fluxes or a direct stimulation for neurons in
optogenetic experiments. Finally, a reliable bidirectional interaction could
allow natural control of specific parts of the body for patients with
paralysis or peripheral nervous system damages or open futuristic scenar-
ios to allow brain-to-brain connectivity or brain-to-machine
interoperability.

7. Conclusions

Flexible electronics is rapidly evolving from an exotic technology used in
lab to a reliable ally for manufacturing future neural interfaces. Many
fabrication strategies can be pursued and different materials can be
adopted depending by the applications. Neural interfaces can represent
a winning platform to unveil the ultimate secrets lying in our heads, thus
allowing a deep comprehension of the physical and biological phenomena
and their correlation with human behaviours. Next generation of neural
interfaces promises new functionalities paving the way to astonishing
applications in neuro-rehabilitation and smart treatments of chronic neu-
rological disorders.
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